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38. skrillex - the prescription skrillex's return to a techno-oriented album is a welcome one. the prescription is a wonderful testament to his abilities as a producer. he took a few years to come back to his old sound, but now, he is back and ready to kick ass. here, he collaborates with a few of his favorite producers including dre skull, j-son and diplo. he also throws
in a bit of a surprise. the album is full of that signature, old-school skrillex sound, while he takes on a number of new ventures. 100. ahaim - in between days in between days is the third aha! record. the first one, the remedy, was largely overlooked. the second one, aha!, was basically the same song, but with a different melody and slightly different lyrics. in

between days is the first time aha! decided to just do their own thing. this album is less experimental than its predecessors, but it's also not quite so straightforward. it's an album that explores several genres while doing so in a way that has a common thread that ties all of it together. the songwriting is sharper, the production is richer and the songwriting and
production are from the same mind. 123. clark sanders - preserve the spark clark is a musician who doesn't need many words to get his point across. he's that good. his third solo album, preserve the spark, is a snapshot of the maturity and evolution that has come with his 35 years. 50. custom sculpture - arca this is not the record you want to hear if you are a

metal band. but for those of you who love a little bit of pop or rock in your metal, arca is a must have. it is a beautifully crafted, astutely written record that is hard to describe. you could call it soulful, poppy and electronic. it has all of those things, but what you are left with is the best sounding pop album you have ever heard. it has one of the best singles of the
year in the title track, a sweet tale of a secret crush. but that's not all. there are other songs that recall the best moments of the cure, modern english, depeche mode and david bowie. it's not the kind of record you want to play for your mother. what you do want to do is play it for your friends. they will love it.
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25. THE WALKMEN - Heaven The Walkmen's Hamilton Leithauser used to caterwaul with the best of them. He used to shout every song like his life depended on it. That all
changed with the band's last album, Lisbon. As a result of the shift, that album was rather sleepy and forgettable. On Heaven, the group members thankfully regain their

footing but, again, Leithauser has decided to keep the shouting to a minimum. It all works out because his new focus on lower-level vocal delivery has added new colors into
the mix. The Walkmen can now be more folky or play freely with jangle-pop. The instruments still sound like they have been recorded in a giant cathedral, although this is the
band's brightest-sounding album to date. Dare I say, this album sounds happy It doesn't sound haunted like their records of the past. It's a solid set with the band settling into
new elements of their sound. This year, Sonic Youth's Thurston Moore and Kim Gordon announced their separation after 28 years of marriage. This put their band's future in
doubt. The band's other guitarist, Lee Ranaldo, calmed those fears a little with his excellent album, Between the Times and the Tides. With SY drummer Steve Shelley by his
side, Ranaldo created a record reminiscent of his best work with the band while, at the same time, more accessible. Off The Wall, with its highly catchy chorus, should have
provided Ranaldo with a crossover radio hit. At this point, it is still hard to tell if we will ever get another Sonic Youth record. In the meantime, it is nice to know that at least

half the band is still intact. Favorite Tracks: Off The Wall Walking on a Dream Xtina as I Knew Her Lost (Plain T Nice) Tomorrow Never Comes 5ec8ef588b
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